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Calculate or wait: Is man an eager or a lazy
intuitive statistician?

Marcus Lindskog, Anders Winman, and Peter Juslin

Department of Psychology, Uppsala University, Box 1225, SE-751 42 Uppsala, Sweden

Research on people’s ability to act as intuitive statisticians has mainly focused on the accuracy of
estimates of central tendency and variability. In this paper, we investigate two hypothesised cognitive
processes by which people make judgements of distribution shape. The first claims that people
spontaneously induce abstract representations of distribution properties from experience, including
about distribution shape. The second process claims that people construct beliefs about distribution
properties post hoc by retrieval from long-term memory of small samples from the distribution, implying
format dependence with accuracy that differs depending on judgement format. Results from two
experiments confirm the predicted format dependence, suggesting that people are often constrained by
the post hoc assessment of distribution properties by sampling from long-term memory. The results,
however, also suggest that, although post hoc sampling from memory seems to be the default process,
under certain predictable circumstances people do induce abstract representations of distribution
shape.

Keywords: Intuitive statistics; Numerical cognition; Sampling model.

We inevitably experience numerical variables in
our everyday lives. We learn about the prices of
groceries in our local supermarket, read about
baseball players’ batting averages or investigate
revenues of companies in a foreign market. Often,
we also make decisions based on the properties of
such variables. For example, we might choose
which supermarket to buy food in based on an
estimate of the average food price. The question
of how people represent knowledge of numerical
distributions is further highlighted by the recent
interest in ‘rational’ or Bayesian models of cogni-
tion (e.g. Oaksford & Chater, 2006; Tenenbaum,
Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011), which often

presume that the cognitive processes are adapta-
tions to distributions in the environment. How,
in such cases, is the knowledge of numerical
distributions represented in memory?

Since the early 1960s, psychologists have com-
pared human judgement to statistical theory (e.g.
Spencer, 1961, 1963) and at least since the works of
Brunswik (1955), the human mind has been likened
to an ‘intuitive statistician’ (Gigerenzer & Murray,
1987; Peterson & Beach, 1967). The conclusion has
often been that whereas people can perform lower
level arithmetical calculations resulting in unbiased
estimates of central tendency, they are less sensitive
to sophisticated properties like variance (Pollard,
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1984; Slovic, Fishchoff, & Lichtenstein, 1977) and
distribution shape (Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischhoff,
Layman, & Combs, 1978).

Although appealing, the notion of man as an
intuitive statistician conflicts with a large body of
research suggesting that judgements are the result
of fallible heuristics and prone to biases (Gilovich,
Griffin, & Kahneman, 2002; Kahneman, Slovic, &
Tversky, 1982; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Part
of the conflict has been addressed by arguing that
people possess an ability to veridically record data
in samples of experience but suffer from myopia
with regard to the constraints that shape the
samples (Fiedler, 2000). According to this notion,
if man is a statistician, it seems to be a naive
one (Fiedler & Juslin, 2006; Juslin, Winman, &
Hansson, 2007).

Research in related areas, like categori-
sation learning (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 2005;
Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000), multiple-cue judge-
ment (Juslin, Karlsson, & Olsson, 2008; von
Helverson & Rieskamp, 2008) and function learn-
ing (DeLosh, Busemeyer, & McDaniel, 1997;
Kalish, Lewandowsky, & Kruschke, 2004), have
often been concerned with the cognitive basis of
the judgements. However, research on statistical
judgements has rarely addressed this issue (but see
Brown & Siegler, 1993). In this paper, we there-
fore address people’s knowledge of distribution
shape from the perspective of a classic issue
in cognitive psychology: Do people spontaneously
induce abstract summary representations of the
distribution shape, or do they primarily generate
such judgements post hoc by the retrieval of
concrete observations of the variable?

Knowledge of distribution shape

Research on statistical judgements has been both
extensive and enlightening but has mostly over-
looked that variables contain information that
descriptive parameters can only partially capture.
The probability density functions of the two var-
iables illustrated in Figure 1, for example, share
the same central tendency but obviously have
different properties. The most salient difference
is the shape of the distribution (even though the
variance also differs), which descriptive para-
meters can only partially capture without any
assumptions. If, for example, you want to make a
guess that is very likely to fall close to the value of
a newly sampled observation from the distribu-
tion, in the unimodal distribution, guessing on the
distribution mean is a good candidate. In the
bimodal distribution, on the other hand, this is
obviously not the case. An assumption of which
class of distribution (e.g., normal or exponential)
the variable belongs to would enable the distribu-
tion to be summarised by only a few parameters.
For example, if people assumed that the variable
in Figure 1A is normally distributed, the mean and
variance would be sufficient to fully determine the
distribution. However, as illustrated by the fact
that the distributions in Figure 1 come from two
beta-distributions—parameterised by the α- and
β-parameters—making an assumption of the dis-
tribution that generates a variable is not always
straightforward.

Research concerning knowledge of distribu-
tion shape has mainly investigated if people can
estimate the distribution shape of variables they
have encountered in their everyday lives (Fox &
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Figure 1. Illustration of a Unimodal (Panel A) and Bimodal (Panel B) distributions created with beta distributions.
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Thornton, 1993; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006;
Jako & Murphy, 1990; Linville, Fischer, & Salovey,
1989; Nisbett, Krantz, Jepson, & Kunda, 1983;
Nisbett & Kunda, 1985). Nisbett et al. (1983), for
example, asked students to estimate the distribu-
tion of grade point averages among their peers,
and Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2006) were con-
cerned partly with distributions of baking times of
pastries and movie runtimes. The results are
mixed. In some cases, people’s knowledge of the
distributions appears biased by the external
information in the environment (e.g., media
exposure and death causes, Lichtenstein et al.,
1978); in other cases, it is remarkably accurate
(e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006; but see
Mozer, Pashler, & Homaei, 2008). It has also
been noted that people often put more weight on
observations close to where they find themselves
in the distribution (Fiedler, 2000; Nisbett & Kunda,
1985). Here, we complement this research by
studying the knowledge that people acquire about
distribution shape in a controlled laboratory task.

Whereas the present study is concerned mainly
with knowledge of distribution shape per se, this
knowledge could potentially become manifest in
and influence the quality of several judgement and
decision-making tasks. Brown and Siegler (1993),
for example, emphasised the importance of both
metric (e.g., mean, variance and distribution) and
mapping (ordinal relations within the domain)
properties of a quantity for judgements about the
quantity. Whereas research on heuristics (e.g.,
Gilovich et al., 2002), multiple-cue judgements
(Juslin et al., 2008; von Helverson & Rieskamp,
2008) and function learning (DeLosh et al., 1997;
Kalish et al., 2004) has been concerned with the
influence of mapping knowledge on judgements,
much less attention has been given to the influence
of metric knowledge (but see, Pitz, Leung, Hamilos,
& Terpening, 1976). Despite this, within several
research areas it is generally assumed, often impli-
citly, that people are influenced by knowledge of
distributional shape. For example, in both the
literature on forecasting (e.g., Goodwin, 1996) and
economic theory (e.g., Engelberg, Manski, &
Williams, 2009), expert forecasters are expected to
use the central tendency of a subjective probability
distribution as point predictions for a variable under
the assumption that the distribution is normal.

Further, recent ‘rational’, or Bayesian, models
of human cognition often assume that people
update their beliefs in the light of new data based
on knowledge of prior distributions, the shape of
which presumably has to be specified somehow

(e.g. Chater, Tenenbaum, & Yuille, 2006; Oaksford
& Chater, 2006; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). This line
of research has shown that people’s responses
are consistent with them having knowledge of
the properties of an empirical prior distribution
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006, 2011). However,
this research has not relied on direct measures of
participants’ knowledge of the prior distribution
and has generally refrained from explicit claims
about how knowledge of the prior is represented
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2011, but see Vul, Good-
man, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2009). Other studies
suggest that people store the information in a ‘raw’
form, much like non-parametric frequency counts
in ‘mental histograms’ (Malmi & Samson, 1983).

In addition, research concerned with decisions
on binary gambles has recently directed much
attention to paradigms where probabilities and
outcomes are learned inferentially from experi-
ence (e.g., Hertwig, Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004)
rather than explicitly stated and exactly known
from the task (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
In the former, estimates often need to be gener-
ated post hoc from long-term memory (LTM)
at the time of judgement. Several accounts of
human judgement and decision-making moreover
assume sampling from memory prior to making
a judgement or decision (see, e.g., Busemeyer &
Townsend, 1993; Denrell, 2005; Fiedler, 2000;
Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Stewart, Chater, &
Brown, 2006; Tversky & Koehler, 1994).

We suggest that, as outlined in detail later, post
hoc sampling from LTM is a generic process that
people use to realise their knowledge of distribu-
tion properties (e.g. its shape). If this is the case,
such judgements and decisions are likely to be
influenced by constraints on the cognitive process,
such that they have to be based on small samples
of data retrieved from LTM that can be activated
within working memory constraints, and that the
information integration is constrained by the
sequential real-time properties of a controlled
judgement processes (Juslin et al., 2007). The
present study complements previous research by
investigating how knowledge of the statistical
properties of a set of encountered numbers is
influenced by a memory sampling process.

Cognitive representation of the
distribution shape

People could respond to the request for an assess-
ment of the distribution shape of a numerical
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variable in at least two principally different ways,
either by actively abstracting summary representa-
tions during exposure or by post hoc assessment
based on retrieved examples from the distribution.
To appreciate the distinction, it may be useful to
make a comparison with the corresponding issue in
categorisation learning (e.g. Ashby & Maddox,
2005). Some models of categorisation learning
assume that during training people actively induce
abstract summary representations of the categor-
ies, like prototypes or classification rules. Other
models assume that people store representations of
the concrete category exemplars in memory, which
are retrieved at the time of classification, and the
similarity to these exemplars are used for the classi-
fication. To what extent is the knowledge of distri-
bution shape guided by abstract representations?

Abstraction of explicit representations

A first possibility is that people have the cognitive
capacity to spontaneously abstract representations
of the distribution properties from experience with
the variable. This assumes that summary informa-
tion is extracted online during exposure to the
variable, much like a spontaneous calculation of
the intuitive equivalents of running estimates of
the mean and the variance, as each additional
observation is presented.

Because abstracted parameters cannot by them-
selves support knowledge of distribution shape,
this process is likely to entail a priori ‘assump-
tions’ about the distribution shape. To the extent
that beliefs about distribution shape are explicit
we do not expect them to be precise and quantit-
ative, but to have a rough, qualitative character
capturing prototypical distribution shapes, like
uniform distribution (e.g., ‘all values are equally
likely’), unimodal distribution (e.g., ‘most values
are in the middle’), and bimodal distribution (e.g.,
‘most values are at the extremes’). Such a qualit-
ative assumption together with summary statistics
roughly specifies the distribution. There is evidence
that such an assumption about the distribution
shape is likely to involve a normal (or unimodal)
distribution (Flannagan, Fried, & Holyoak, 1986;
Fried & Holyoak, 1984). In this paper, we do not
further address the specific nature of such putative
abstract representations of distribution shapes, or
the viability of different processes whereby people
acquire such representations, but concentrate on
the more fundamental question of whether, and
under what circumstances, people induce abstract

beliefs about distribution shape from experience
with a variable.

Post hoc memory sampling

A second possibility is that people do not sponta-
neously abstract explicit summary representations,
but rather retrieve a sample of observations from
memory post hoc at the time of judgement and
compute the judgement, as suggested by the Naive
Sampling Model (NSM: Juslin et al., 2007). At the
time of judgement, a sample of observations is
retrieved, temporarily becoming active in short-
term memory, and a property of this sample is
used as a direct proxy for the population property
(Juslin et al., 2007). This process—similar to a
‘lazy algorithm’, as described in artificial intelli-
gence (Aha, 1997) and cognitive science (Juslin &
Persson, 2002)—is naturally limited by constraints
on short-term memory (Dougherty & Hunter,
2003; Gaissmaier, Schooler, & Rieskamp, 2006;
Hansson, Juslin, & Winman, 2008; Kareev,
Arnon, & Horwitz-Zeliger, 2002; Stewart et al.,
2006). The sample of active observations in short-
term memory is typically estimated to approxim-
ate 4 ± 2 observations (Cowan, 2001). To illustrate,
a person may not know the exact average salary of
people working in his or her workplace, but may
retrieve a number of known salaries and, on this
basis, estimate the average salary.

The qualification ‘naive’ in the NSM refers to
the presumption that sample properties can be
taken directly to describe population properties.
Whereas some sample properties, like mean and
proportion, are unbiased, other sample properties,
like variance and coverage, are biased. That is,
whereas the expected value of the former coin-
cides with the corresponding population property
under repeated random sampling, the expected
value of the latter systematically distorts popula-
tion properties (which is why sample variance
needs to be corrected by n/(n−1) to be an unbiased
estimate of the population variance). The naive
presumption that a sample property can be used as
a proxy for the population property thus affords
accurate judgements with some sample properties
(mean, proportion), but poor judgements with
other sample properties (variance, coverage).
The implication is that the judgement is con-
strained, and sometimes biased, by being naively
projected in this way from a small sample.

The NSM suggests that because distribution
shape is a global property that is inherently
difficult to condense into a few observations, the
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small samples people have at their disposal will in
general be insufficient to detect the shape of the
population distribution. Lindskog, Winman, and
Juslin (2013) illustrated that ‘perceiving’ the world
through small samples not only makes it difficult
to detect distribution shape, but, if anything, it will
convey an illusion of unimodality. That is, the
sample distribution shape will often be misleading
by suggesting a unimodal shape regardless of the
shape of the population distribution.

Predictions

The distinction between abstraction during train-
ing versus post hoc sampling is similar to the
distinction between ‘eager’ and ‘lazy’ learning
methods in artificial intelligence (Aha, 1997). The
eager learning algorithms try to generalise the
training data by performing computations before
the time of a query (e.g. of regression slopes,
means). Rather than pre-computing abstractions
for every conceivable future demand, the lazy
algorithms store data and postpone the computa-
tions to when the specific computations needed
are known. It has been proposed (Juslin & Persson,
2002) that in a complex and unpredictable envir-
onment, such as the environment that confronts
the human mind, lazy algorithms, such as exem-
plar models (Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000) and the
naive sampling model (Juslin et al., 2007; Lindskog
et al., 2013), afford greater efficiency and flexibil-
ity for future demands. Consistent with this notion,
previous research indicates that people often
access data after encoding rather than sponta-
neously extracting descriptive parameters during
encoding (e.g. Malmi & Samson, 1983) and that
estimates of descriptive parameters are con-
strained by short-term memory (e.g. Hendrick &
Constantini, 1970). In addition, statistical judge-
ments such as the production of confidence inter-
vals (Juslin et al., 2007) and point predictions
(Lindskog et al., 2013) seem to be calculated on
small samples drawn from memory at the time of a
judgement.

On the basis of these theoretical arguments and
previous empirical findings, we hypothesised that
in general people do not spontaneously induce
abstract representations of distribution properties
but rather construct them post hoc by sampling
from memory. However, as in other learning tasks,
we expected people to be able to generate abstract
representations if they are encouraged to do so
during training (e.g. if asked prior to training to

use a sample of observations to determine if the
distribution is unimodal or not). In the following,
we derive specific predictions from this general
hypothesis and suggest limiting conditions that
affect whether the one or the other of the two
processes is likely to determine performance.

Format dependence

Defining properties of abstract representations are
that they are independent of perceptual modality
and response mode and often can be applied
more flexibly to the problem. More specifically,
the independence of an abstract representation
with respect to response mode suggests that the
same representation can inform judgements irre-
spective of response format. Accordingly, if the
respondent masters two response formats and the
judgements in both are derived from the same
abstract representation, it is reasonable to expect
similar performance with both. For example, if
you have the abstract insight that body weight is
normally distributed, you should find it equally
difficult to verbally express this fact, to reproduce
the general shape of the distribution, as well as to
visually identify its shape (i.e. at least if you have
basic acquaintance with graphical representations,
as expected from the university students in the
experiments reported later). This follows from the
same abstract representation being used in all
three formats.

By contrast, if representations about distribu-
tion shape are reproduced post hoc by retrieval of
observations, there should be profound format
dependence (Juslin et al., 2007). In the experi-
ments reported later, we use two tasks with
different response formats to assess participants’
knowledge. In a proportion-production task, sim-
ilar to methods used to elicit subjective probability
distributions from experts (see, e.g., Hora, Hora,
& Dodd, 1992; Ludke, Stauss, & Gustafson, 1977;
Winkler, 1967), participants assess the proportion
of values falling in pre-defined intervals of the
target variable. In a visual-identification task, the
participants select one of several graphical illustra-
tions of possible distribution shapes. Reproducing
the distribution by assessing proportions in pre-
defined intervals implies fairly accurate knowledge
(Lindskog et al., 2013) even if the proportions are
based on small samples constrained by short-term
memory, because sample proportion is an un-
biased sample property that on average yields
accurate representations in the long run. On the
other hand, small samples generally provide a very
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poor basis for identifying the population distribu-
tion shape from the distribution shape of a small,
momentarily activated, sample in short-term mem-
ory, as when people are asked to identify the
correct graph depicting the distribution. As noted,
the small sample may even convey an illusion of
unimodality regardless of the population distribu-
tion. With post hoc sampling, people should be
able to express more accurate knowledge of the
distribution shape when they make judgements
of proportions for pre-defined intervals, which
involves an unbiased sample property, than if
they are confined to rely on an unreliable, biased
sample property like sample distribution shape.

In short, in tasks where the judgement is based
on post hoc sampling from memory we predict a
profound format dependence, with better per-
formance with the production format than with
the identification format. This format dependence
should be much smaller in situations where the
participants can benefit from an abstract repres-
entation of the distribution shape.

Intentional learning

If people, as suggested earlier, have an ability to
generate abstract representations of distribution
shape if they are actively encouraged to do so
under training, this leads to distinct predictions
when distribution shape is learned under incid-
ental and intentional learning. In conditions of
incidental learning, people should be confined to
post hoc sampling from memory and therefore
be victims of format dependence. In conditions
with intentional learning, people should be able
to induce abstract representations of distributions
shape, improving the performance with the iden-
tification format, and thereby decreasing the
format dependence.

Format order effects

For similar reasons, under conditions of incidental
learning, we predicted characteristic order effects,
depending on the order in which the two formats
are encountered. The participants encountering
the identification format before the production
format are fully exposed to the unreliability and
bias in the small samples momentarily activated by
sampling from long-term memory leading to poor
performance with the identification format, which
due to the format dependence is substantially
improved with the later production format.

By contrast, if, as we predict, performance will
be quite accurate with the production format also

under incidental learning, participants that begin
with the production format should perform much
better in the identification task than those who
begin with the identification format. If the produc-
tion format yields a fairly accurate representation
of the distribution shape, this in effect forces the
participant to produce an abstract representation
of the distribution shape that is informative in the
later identification task. In other words, if you first
make productions (by basic exemplar retrieval
from long-term memory) that strongly imply, for
example, a bimodal distribution, you gain insight
from this format that makes you less likely to
mistake the distribution shape for a unimodal one
with the subsequent identification format.

In Experiment 1, we evaluated the participants’
knowledge of distribution shape under conditions
of intentional vs. unintentional learning, either
through visual identification of the distribution shape
or through the ability to produce the distribution
shape by proportion judgements, after trial-by-
trial exposure to a numerical variable. In Experi-
ment 2, we replicated some of the key results from
Experiment 1, whereas investigating the predic-
tions of order effects more systematically.

EXPERIMENT 1: DISTRIBUTION SHAPE
AND INTENTIONAL LEARNING

In a learning phase, participants observed numbers
presented as the quarterly revenue of companies.
In a test phase, the participants’ knowledge was
elicited with the production and the identification
formats described earlier. If people develop
abstract knowledge of the distribution shape, we
expect similar performance with the two formats,
but if people rely on post hoc sampling from
memory we expect a clearly superior performance
with the production format that benefits from use
of an unbiased sample property.

In Experiment 1, we investigate four main
questions. First, the reliance on post hoc sampling
will presumably make it difficult to detect the true
distribution shape and introduce an impression of
unimodality regardless of the true distribution
shape (Lindskog et al., 2013). The revenues in
Experiment 1 were from either a unimodal or a
bimodal distribution and we predicted a response
bias towards unimodality. Second, we wanted to
test the prediction of a format-dependence effect,
with substantially poorer performance with the
identification format than with the production
format. This should hold at least under incidental
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learning. Third, we wanted to investigate if inten-
tional learning influences this format dependence.
Half of the participants were therefore told
about the subsequent tests (intentional learning),
the other half were not (incidental learning). If
the participants induce abstract knowledge of the
distribution shape when they are encouraged to do
so, intentional learning should make the format
dependence diminish. Finally, the within-subjects
design naturally allowed us to test the prediction
of specific order effects.

Previous research has shown that performance
is sometimes impaired by intentionality when
keeping track of frequencies (Zacks, Hasher, &
Sanft, 1982; but see Greene, 1986). To investigate
a salient potential predictor of individual differ-
ences in the ability to acquire knowledge of the
properties of a variable’s distribution, we also
obtained a measure of basic mathematical skills
and understanding of numbers, Numeracy (see,
e.g., Reyna, Nelson, Han, & Dieckmann, 2009).

Method

Participants

Participants were 48 undergraduate (17 male and
31 female) students from Uppsala University (M =
24.3 years, SD = 4.8). They received a movie
voucher or course credits as compensation for
participating in the study.

Materials and procedure

The computerised task consisted of two phases, a
learning phase and a test phase, and was carried
out on a PC. The objective for participants was to
learn (remember) the revenues of fictitious com-
panies. Two distributions of 60 values each, a
symmetric bimodal distribution (Beta(.33, .33))
and a symmetric unimodal distribution (Beta(3.4,
3.4)), linearly transformed to the range [0, 1000],
defined the unimodal and bimodal conditions,
respectively (see Table 1). For each participant,
the revenues were randomly paired with one of
156 company names. The learning phase consisted

of six blocks, each company occurring once in
each block. On each trial, participants saw the
name of a company and had to predict/guess
the value of the company’s revenue. Predictions
were followed by feedback and the presentation
was self-paced. In the instructions to the learning
phase, half of the participants received informa-
tion about the upcoming production and identi-
fication formats (intentional condition) and half of
the participants were withheld this information
(incidental condition).

During the test phase, the participants were
asked to produce and to identify the distribution
of the target variable. With the production format
participants assessed how many of the 60 compan-
ies fell into 10 equally wide intervals (frequency
task) and the probability that a random company
among those observed would have its revenue in
that interval (probability task). The number of
companies was required to sum to 60 and the
probabilities were required to sum to 1.0. With the
identification format, participants chose one of 11
graphs. An explanation of the graphs was given
prior to their presentation. This explanation
included several explicit exemplifications (e.g., ‘A
graph which is higher to the sides than in the
middle indicates that most of the revenue values
were either high or low.’). The graphs were pro-
vided without metric information, frequencies or
probabilities, on the y-axis since we were only
interested in non-metric, qualitative, knowledge of
distribution shape. Participants indicated what
graph that best described the distribution of
observed values. All graphs were created from a
beta distribution. One graph was uniform (α = β =
1), three graphs were bimodal and symmetric (α =
β = .2, .33 and .8), three graphs were unimodal and
symmetric (α = β = 2, 3.4 and 7), two graphs were
bimodal and skewed (α = .2, β = .8 and α = .8, β =
.2) and two graphs were unimodal and skewed (α
= 2, β = 8 and α = 8, β = 2). The participants
performed identification once with graphs in the
form of continuous density functions and once
with graphs in the form of histograms with 10
equally spaced intervals. The order of these

TABLE 1
Characteristics of the sets of values used for the company quarterly revenue in Experiment 1, for the unimodal and bimodal

conditions, respectively

Distribution Mean Median Min Max SD MAD α β

Bimodal 500 500 0 1000 389.2 355.2 .33 .33
Unimodal 500 500 127 873 182.9 150.9 3.4 3.4
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variants was counterbalanced. Participants also
made direct estimates of the median and mean
absolute deviation (MAD) of the observed distri-
bution, after a brief explanation and introduction
to each of these concepts. Participants finally filled
out a questionnaire consisting of 11 items covering
numeracy. The questionnaire was a Swedish trans-
lation of the questionnaire used by Lipkus, Samsa,
and Rimer (2001) (See also Lipkus & Peters, 2009;
Peters et al., 2006).

Design

Experiment 1 used a 2 × 2 factorial design
with distribution (unimodal/bimodal) and inten-
tionality (intentional/incidental) as independent
between-groups variables. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to the experimental conditions.
The approximate length of the experiment was
120 minutes.

Results

There were no significant differences between the
production format with frequencies or probabilit-
ies, and between identifying histograms or density
functions, and data in these conditions, respect-
ively, were therefore collapsed.

Performance measures for knowledge of shape
of distributions

For each participant, we calculated a mean abso-
lute error (MAE) for the production format
(MAEP) and the identification format (MAEVI),
respectively. MAEP was the mean absolute error
between the rated and actual frequency of all
intervals given by

MAEP ¼
P10

i¼1 ri � aij j
10

; ð1Þ

where ri is the rated frequency of interval i and ai
is the actual frequency of interval i. Notice that ai
in Equation 1 will differ in the unimodal and
bimodal conditions.

For the identification data, we divided the
range ([0, 1]) of each of the 11 underlying beta
distributions into 10 equally wide intervals ([0, .1],
[.11, .2]…[.91, 1]) and calculated the density (di)
for each interval (i). Multiplying by 60 resulted in
an expected frequency count (fi) for each interval
of each graph equivalent to the frequency count

used for the production format. Using Equation 1
and inserting fi for ri and the fi of the Beta(.33, .33)
or Beta(3.4, 3.4), depending on condition, for ai we
calculated a MAE for each graph. The dependent
measure of performance in the identification format
(MAEIV) was the MAE value of the chosen graph.

In order to compare the two dependent mea-
sures, MAEP and MAEIV, we used a measure,mean
absolute ratio (MR), which scales the performance of
participants (MAES) in each format against the
difficulty (MAER) of the formats. MR is given by

MR ¼ MAER �MAES

MAER
; ð2Þ

where MAER is a measure of the difficulty, given
by the mean absolute error expected by random
performance, and MAES is the performance of the
participant. MR is thus on a [ ∞, 1] scale where 1
represents perfect performance and 0 represents
random performance. The procedure used to
derive MAER for the two formats is outlined in
the Appendix.1

Producing the distribution

Figure 2 presents the average assessed propor-
tion of companies in each interval (grey bars)
together with the proportions from the underlying

1Whereas the MR measure was created to standardise
performance in the two tasks against random performance,
it is possible that our model of random judgement will have
affected the outcome of the analyses. To investigate the
robustness of our results, we therefore reran all analyses
with two separate changes in the assumptions. First, in the
identification task we assume that there is an equal
probability of any graph being chosen by a naive particip-
ant. However, a naive participant might choose an unin-
formative graph (i.e. the uniform graph) rather than any of
the graphs with equal probability. We therefore changed
MAER in the identification task to equate the choice of the
uniform distribution and reran all analyses of main effects
and interactions in both experiments. These analyses
revealed qualitatively equivalent results in both experi-
ments. However, the format by order interaction in
Experiment 1 was now only marginally significant. Thus,
even when choosing a model of random judgement that
suggests an uninformative rather than random response the
results are similar. Second, and making an even stronger
test of the robustness, we reran all analyses whereas
assuming that both tasks were equally difficult under
random performance. The results were similar to the
original results with similar qualitative conclusions. How-
ever, in Experiment 2 the main effect of format did not
reach significance. Thus, even under unrealistic assump-
tions, when equating the two tasks under random perform-
ance, we find comparable results suggesting that our results
are fairly robust to the choice of dependent measure.
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distribution (black bars) for the unimodal (Figure
2A) and bimodal (Figure 2B) conditions, respect-
ively. The figure illustrates that participants in
the unimodal condition are better at reproducing
the underlying distribution than participants in the
bimodal condition. Participants in the latter con-
dition tend to underestimate the proportion of
companies in the extreme intervals and overestim-
ate the proportion in the middle intervals. The
difference in performance in terms of MAE was
significant (t(46) = 3.4, p = .001; unimodal: M =
2.0, SD = 1.32; Bimodal: M = 3.3, SD = 1.3).

Identifying the distribution

Choices of the graphs were classified as having the
same (congruent) or opposite (incongruent) shape
as the underlying distribution. Most participants
chose a graph that was congruent (83% and 75%

in the unimodal and bimodal conditions, respect-
ively). The interaction between congruent/incon-
gruent choice and distribution was not significant
(χ2(1, N = 24) = 1.01, p = .31). In terms of MAE,
there was no significant difference between the two
conditions (t(46) = .75, p = .46; unimodal: M = 3.5,
SD = 2.4; bimodal: M = 3.0, SD = 2.5).

Performance on production vs. on identification

As is evident in Figure 3, the variance in the two
formats is not homogenous, preventing the formal
analysis of interaction terms with a standard
ANOVA. By standardising MR in the two formats,
across each format separately, their variances
(and means) will be equated, enabling the use of
ANOVA. In the following, we use standardised
variables to investigate interaction effects using
ANOVA and non-standardised variables to

Figure 2. Assessed proportion of companies for each interval (grey bars) and the underlying distribution (black bars) for the
unimodal (2A) and bimodal (2B) conditions separately in Experiment 1. Whiskers denote 95% confidence bars.
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investigate main effects with non-parametric tests.2

The figures illustrate the effects with means and
95% confidence intervals (CI) for unstandardised
variables.

Interactions

To investigate the interaction terms, we ran a
general linear mixed models analysis with format

(production/identification) as independent within-
subjects variable and distribution (unimodal/
bimodal), intentionality (incidental/intentional)
and order (production–identification/identification–
production) as independent between-subjects vari-
ables and standardised MR scores as dependent
variable. The analysis revealed three significant
interaction effects (all other ps > .16).

Format by distribution. First, Figure 3A illustrates
the significant format by distribution interaction (F
(1,40) = 6.37, MSE = .55, p = .016), with larger
format dependence for the unimodal than the
bimodal distribution. Post-hoc analysis showed
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Figure 3. Mean absolute ratio for estimates in the bimodal and unimodal conditions (Panel A), incidental and intentional learning
conditions (Panel B) and the production and identification formats (Panel C) as a function of task type (Panel A and B) or order
(Panel C) in Experiment 1. Vertical bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

2Whereas the standardisation is undertaken to allow use
of ANOVAs by adherence to the homogeneity of variance
assumption underlying the test, we verified that this
standardisation procedure does not itself affect the conclu-
sions of the analyses.
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that only the differences in the production format
between the unimodal and bimodal conditions were
significant. The interaction was unexpected because
we predicted an overall advantage in performance
for the unimodal distribution regardless of task.

Format by intentionality. Second, Figure 3B illus-
trates a significant format by intentionality inter-
action (F(1,40) = 6.38, MSE = .55, p = .016). As
predicted, if people induce abstract representa-
tions of the distribution when actively encouraged
to do so by instruction (with intentional learning),
the format dependence is smaller than if they do
not (incidental learning), although the difference is
fairly modest.

Format by order. Finally, Figure 3C shows the
significant format by order interaction, (F(1,40) =
4.17, MSE = .55, p = .047). The figure illustrates
that, as predicted, performance in the production
format is unaffected by order. However, perform-
ance in the identification format improves when it
is temporally preceded by the production format.

Main effects

We investigated the main effects of distribution,
format, and intentionality separately using non-
parametric tests.

Distribution. We predicted an advantage in per-
formance for the unimodal over the bimodal distri-
bution. As is clear from Figure 3A, and in contrast
to our prediction, there was no such overall advant-
age (Mann–Whitney: U = 249, Z = .79, p = .43).

Format. As illustrated in Figure 3A, the mean MR
is substantially higher in the production format
than in the identification format, with distinctly
separated confidence intervals for the means for
both the unimodal and the bimodal distributions.
Collapsed across both distributions the mean MR
was .71 (SD = .15) for the production format and
.31 (SD = .42) for the identification format. This
confirms the format dependence, with superior
performance in the production format (Wilcoxon;
T = 78, Z = 5.23, p < .001).

Intentionality. We predicted smaller format
dependence with intentional learning than with
incidental learning. It is possible that such a
difference would also give a main effect of inten-
tionality. Comparing performance with intentional
versus incidental learning, however, revealed no
significant difference (Mann–Whitney: U = 256,
Z = .64, p = .52).

Estimates of descriptive measures

The accuracy of the estimates of variability and
central tendency was analysed with a 2 × 2 × 2
split-plot ANOVA, with distribution (unimodal/
bimodal) and intentionality (intentional/incid-
ental) as independent between-subjects variables,
the two descriptive statistics (median/MAD) as
independent within-subjects variable and the abso-
lute deviation from the normative distribution
parameter as dependent variable. The analysis
revealed a significant main effect of distribution
(F(1, 45) = 10.9, MSE = 11,785, p = .002) with the
unimodal condition having lower absolute devia-
tions (M = 77.2, SD = 72.7) than the bimodal
condition (M = 150.5, SD = 119.6). None of the
other effects were significant (all ps > .37).

To investigate possible over-/underestimation
of the estimates (as opposed to absolute devi-
ation), the signed deviation was entered as the
dependent measure into an analogous ANOVA.
This analysis revealed a significant main effect of
type of statistic (F(1, 45) = 15.5, MSE = 15101.1,
p < .001), with estimates of MAD underestimating
the true variability (M = 77.4, SD = 124.8), whereas
estimates of the median overestimated the central
tendency (M = 21.4, SD = 163.2). The analysis
further revealed a significant type of statistic by
type of distribution two-way interaction (F(1, 45) =
18.77, MSE = 15101.1, p < .001). The participants
in the bimodal condition overestimated the central
tendency and underestimated the MAD, whereas
the estimates in the unimodal condition show no
such biases. No other effects in the analysis
reached significance (all ps > .48). In sum, direct
estimates of the distribution parameters were
more accurate for the unimodal distribution.

Influence of numeracy

To investigate the influence of numeracy on
performance with the two formats, we calculated
the correlation between numeracy and perform-
ance in the production and identification formats
as well as with the measures of absolute deviation
of the estimates of distribution statistics separately
for the unimodal and the bimodal conditions. In
the bimodal condition, neither MAEIV (r(22) =
−.01, p = .95) nor MAEP (r(22) =−.18, p = .41)
correlated significantly with numeracy. The same
held for the numeracy–MAEIVcorrelation (r(22) =
−.25, p = .23) in the unimodal condition, but there
was a significant numeracy–MAEP (r(22) =−.44,
p = .03) correlation in the unimodal condition with
a higher level of numeracy related to lower MAEp.
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There was no significant correlation between
numeracy and accuracy of estimates of central
tendency in either condition (unimodal: r(22)=−.19,
p = .38, bimodal: r(22) =−.15, p = .48), and whereas
the corresponding correlation for MAD did not
reach significance in the unimodal condition (r(22)
=−.30, p = .15), it did in the bimodal condition
(r(22) = .50, p = .01), where higher numeracy was
associated with more accurate MAD estimates.
None of the differences in correlations between the
unimodal and bimodal condition were significant
(all ps > .3).

Discussion

In Experiment 1, we investigated four main ques-
tions. First, we predicted better performance for
the unimodal distribution than for the bimodal
distribution with a response bias to produce and
identify unimodal distributions. Second, we pre-
dicted format dependence with superior perform-
ance with the production format over the
identification format. Third, we investigated how
the performance was influenced by intentionality of
learning. Fourth, the within-subjects design of the
experiment allowed us to investigate order effects.

The hypothesis of a response bias favouring
unimodal distributions was confirmed with the
production format but not with the identification
format, with the format by distribution interaction
showing a significant difference between the two
distributions in the production format but not in
the identification format. This was unexpected,
because we expected clearly better performance in
the unimodal condition regardless of format. Fur-
ther, the estimates of median and MAD were
significantly more accurate in the unimodal distri-
bution. There was strong format dependence with
better performance with production than with
identification. Further, this effect was stronger in
the unimodal condition.

Intentionality improved accuracy only with the
identification format, suggesting that performance
with this format is related to the induction of
abstract representations, whereas performance
with the production format is not. In fact, with
the production format performance was, if any-
thing, impaired by intentional learning. That
intentionality did not influence estimates of
descriptive properties suggests that participants
lack strategies to extract these properties online
by keeping a running mean (or similar) that is
updated on a trial-by-trial basis. However, it also

indicates that people actually have quite good
resources to function as intuitive statisticians using
data stored in memory. Whereas performance
with the production format was uninfluenced by
order, performance with the identification format
improved when it was preceded by the production
format. This indicates that encountering the pro-
duction format might effectively induce an abstract
representation that participants can use to improve
performance in the subsequent identification format.

Together these results provide evidence for at
least two claims. First, the process spontaneously
engaged by the participants seems to be a post hoc
sampling from memory, which explains the large
format dependence with extremely poor perform-
ance with the identification format that is especially
strong under incidental learning. Second, when
instructed to, or strongly invited by the format,
people have the ability to induce abstract representa-
tions, which explains the improvement in identifica-
tion with intentional learning and the order effects.

There was a significant correlation between
numeracy and performance with the production
format with higher numeracy associated with
better performance. However, this was the case
only in the unimodal condition. For the bimodal
condition, numeracy instead correlated signifi-
cantly with error in estimates of MAD, where
higher numeracy was related to lower error. If
people have a priori assumptions of unimodality, it
may be that a high level of numeracy is required to
‘override’ such an assumption. Thus, a higher level
of numeracy is especially beneficial when estimat-
ing descriptive properties when the underlying
distribution is not unimodal.

EXPERIMENT 2: ORDER EFFECTS AND
RANGE SALIENCE

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate the
findings in Experiment 1 of a format-dependence
effect and order effects, but also to investigate
one additional factor that might affect the per-
formance. A bimodal distribution is by definition
associated with a large number of extreme obser-
vations, which should make the range better
learned than in a unimodal condition. Indeed,
learning the range of a variable would seem
essential for encoding encountered numbers as of
a low or high magnitude in a distribution. In
Experiment 2, we thus investigated the possibility
that the range end point salience might influence
the knowledge of distributional shape.
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Method

Participants

Participants were 48 undergraduate (32 male and
16 female) students from Uppsala University (M =
25.6 years, SD = 8.0). They received a movie
voucher or course credits as compensation for
participating in the study.

Materials and procedure

The experiment was performed in the same way
as Experiment 1 and used a 2 × 2 factorial design
with distribution (unimodal/bimodal) and range
salience (obvious/non-obvious) as between-subjects
variables. Sixty values from a symmetric unimodal
distribution (Beta(2.4, 2.4)), linearly transformed
to the range [0, 1000], defined the revenue values
in the unimodal/obvious condition. Adding 304 to
each of these values generated the revenues for
the unimodal/non-obvious condition. Revenue
values for the bimodal/obvious condition were
created by first calculating the interval frequency
Fbij = Fufj – (Fumj – Fufj) for each of the
10 intervals [1, 100], [101, 200]…[901, 1000],
where Fufj is the frequency of the uniform
distribution in interval j, Fumj is the frequency of
the unimodal–obvious distribution in interval
j and Fbij is the frequency of the bimodal–obvious
distribution in interval j. For each interval, Fbij
numbers were then drawn uniformly on that
interval to get the revenue values. This operation
is the equivalent of a reflection of the unimodal–
obvious distribution with respect to the uniform
distribution. Adding 304 to each value of the
bimodal/obvious distribution defined the revenue
values for the bimodal/non-obvious condition. For
each participant, the revenues were randomly
paired with one of 156 company names. The
values were presented in four blocks, in an
individually randomised order, with each company
occurring once in each block.

In the test phase, participants performed the
production and identification formats described in
Experiment 1. The reflection procedure ascer-
tained that the mean absolute error at random
performance for the production format was
equal in the unimodal and bimodal conditions
(MAER = 8.3). We further choose the 11 graphs
in the identification format to give the same level
of chance performance in the unimodal and bimo-
dal conditions (MAER = 3.1). The approximate
length of the experiment was 120 minutes.

Results

We used the same performance measure (MR; see
Equation 2) as in Experiment 1. As in Experiment
1, variance in the two formats proved not to be
homogenous, and we therefore used the same
standardisation procedure to investigate interac-
tion terms with ANOVAs whereas main effects
were analysed with non-parametric tests.

Producing the distribution

Performance in the production task was similar to
that seen in Experiment 1. Participants in the
unimodal condition reproduced the underlying
distribution significantly better than participants
in the bimodal condition (t(46) = 3.0, p = .004;
unimodal: M = 1.8, SD = 1.2; bimodal: M = 2.7,
SD = 1.0). More specifically, participants in the
bimodal condition underestimate proportions in
the two extreme intervals.

Identifying the distribution

Performance in the identification task mimicked
those of Experiment 1 with most participants
giving congruent choices (85% and 62% in the
unimodal and bimodal conditions, respectively).
The interaction between congruent/incongruent
and distribution was significant (χ2(1, N = 24) =
6.54, p = .01). The difference in terms of MAE
was not significant between the two conditions
(t(46) = 1.96, p = .06; unimodal: M = 1.6, SD = 1.6;
bimodal: M = 2.7, SD = 2.3).

Interactions

To investigate the interaction terms, we ran a
general linear mixed models analysis with format
(production/identification) as independent within-
subjects variable and distribution (unimodal/bimo-
dal), range salience (obvious/non-obvious) and
order (production–identification/identification–
production) as independent between-subjects vari-
ables and standardised MR-scores as dependent
variable. The analysis revealed two significant
interactions (all other ps > .18).

Distribution by order. First, as is clear from
Figure 4A and the significant distribution by order
interaction (F(1,40) = 4.71, MSE = .96, p = .032,),
the order effects were different for the unimodal
and the bimodal distributions. With the unimodal
distribution, the accuracy advantage of encounter-
ing the production format prior to the identifica-
tion format is very modest with overlapping CIs,
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but with the bimodal distribution, there is a clear
advantage of performing the production format
first. Encountering the identification format prior
to the production format in the bimodal condition
pulls the overall accuracy distinctly below the
overall accuracy in the other three conditions in
Figure 4A.

Format by order. Second, in Figure 4B, we see that
the order effects observed in Experiment 1 were
replicated in Experiment 2 with a larger difference
between performance with the two formats if the

identification format was encountered first (F
(1,40) = 13.5, MSE = .57, p < .001). Performance
with the production format was unaffected by the
order, whereas performance with the identification
format benefits substantially from experience with
the production format. As in Experiment 1, this
result suggests that the abstract representation
needed to perform well with the identification
format is not spontaneously available. Experience
with the production format, however, seems to
invite the participants to induce such an abstract
representation.

Main effects

We investigated the main effects of distribution,
format and range salience separately using non-
parametric tests.

Distribution. In Experiment 2, the overall pre-
dicted difference in performance between the
unimodal (M = .63, SD = .26) and bimodal
distribution (M = .39, SD = .41) approached
significance (Mann–Whitney: U = 195.5, Z = 1.89,
p = .057). Comparing performance between the
two distributions for the two formats separately
replicated the findings from Experiment 1 and
revealed a significant difference in the production
format (t(46) = 3.04, p = .003), whereas the
difference in the identification format approached
significance (t(46) = 1.96, p = .056). Thus in both
formats, performance was better in the unimodal
than in the bimodal condition.

Format. Experiment 2 replicates the format
dependence observed in Experiment 1, with better
overall performance with the production format
(M = .72, SD = .15) than with the identification
format (M = .30, SD = .67) (Wilcoxon; T = 205,
Z = 3.80, p < .001).

Range salience. The ranges were created to be
salient and non-salient. Participants estimated max
and min values of the target variable. As a check
of this manipulation, we calculated a composite
measure of these two estimates as the mean of the
absolute deviations from the normative min (0 and
304) and max values (1000 and 1304). An inde-
pendent t-test revealed a significant difference
(t(45) = 3.88, p < .001) in this measure between
the two groups; participants in the obvious condi-
tion gave more correct range estimates (M = 4.8,
SD = 16.2) than did participants in the non-
obvious condition (M = 32.9, SD = 30.9), indicat-
ing that range end points in the non-obvious
condition were as expected learned more poorly.
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Figure 4. Mean absolute ratio in the unimodal and bimodal
conditions (Panel A) and with the identification and produc-
tion format (Panel B) as a function of order in Experiment 2.
Vertical bars denote 95% confidence intervals.
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If learning the end points is essential for learning
the distribution shape, we expected to find an
effect of range salience. Comparing performance
with obvious versus non-obvious range end points,
however, revealed no significant difference
(Mann–Whitney: U = 211.5, Z = 1.57, p = .11).

Estimates of descriptive measures

To investigate the effect of the experimental
variables on the estimates of variability and cent-
ral tendency, we performed a 2 × 2 × 2 split-plot
ANOVA with the two experimentally manipu-
lated factors as independent between-subject vari-
ables, the two types of statistic (median/MAD) as
independent within-subject variable and the abso-
lute deviation from the normative value of the
distribution parameter as dependent variable. The
analysis revealed a significant main effect of
distribution (F(1, 44) = 18.37, MSE = 6633, p <
.001) with the unimodal condition being associated
with lower absolute deviation (M = 83.3, SD =
55.6) than the bimodal condition (M = 155.7, SD
=106.5). None of the other effects were significant
(all ps > .30). To investigate over-/underestima-
tion, the signed deviation (as opposed to the
absolute deviation) was entered as dependent
measure into an analogous ANOVA. This analysis
revealed a significant main effect of type of
statistic (F(1, 44) = 16.6, MSE = 14482.7, p <
.001) with estimates of MAD underestimating
variance (M =−106.5, SD = 117.5) whereas esti-
mates of median showed no bias (M =−7.3, SD =
142.4). There was a significant two-way interaction
between type of statistic and type of distribution
(F(1, 44) = 5.14, MSE = 14482.7, p = .03). As
illustrated in Figure 5, this interaction is a result of
participants in the bimodal condition underestim-
ating MAD to a higher degree than those in the
unimodal condition, whereas there is no apparent
bias in either condition for estimates of central
tendency. Further, there was a significant main
effect of range salience (F(1, 44) = 4.4, MSE =
16745.3, p = .04) where the non-obvious condition
was associated with a larger underestimation (M =
−84.6, SD =135.3) than in the obvious condition
(M =−28.1, SD =138.5). All other ps > .17.

Discussion

Experiment 2 was designed to replicate the main
findings in Experiment 1 and to investigate the
possibility that the range end point salience of a
target variable could influence knowledge of the

distributional shape of that variable. Again, we
found strong format dependence with better per-
formance with the production format than with the
identification format for both distributions. Fur-
ther, we replicated the effect of distribution with
better performance in the unimodal condition in
the production format.

Even though participants in the obvious condi-
tion had better knowledge of the range end points
than did those in the non-obvious condition, there
were no main effects of this variable with the
production and identification formats. This sug-
gests that for learning the shape of the distribution
knowledge of the range end points is of less
importance. However, the effect of range salience
on estimates of descriptive statistics (actual devi-
ation) indicates that estimates become less biased
when range end points are obvious, suggesting
that people can utilise this information when
making the estimates.

Finally, Experiment 2 confirmed that estimates of
central tendency are more veridical than estimates
of variance (see Pollard, 1984) and showed that the
tendency to underestimate variance (Kareev et al.,
2002) is stronger when the underlying distribution is
unimodal rather than bimodal.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The ability of people to act as intuitive statisticians
has been investigated by a large body of research.
In this paper, we extend previous work by
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investigating people’s knowledge of higher order
properties of numerical variables. More specific-
ally, the present paper addresses the question of
whether knowledge of a numerical variable is
abstracted online during encoding, similar to a
running mean or a posterior distribution, or if data
are stored in a raw format during encoding and
calculations made first at the time of judgement.
Put differently, is man an eager intuitive statistician
that generalises the training data before the time of
a query or does he, like a lazy intuitive statistician,
wait to perform calculations until after a query?
The results from the two experiments suggest that
people are constrained by the post hoc assessment
of distribution properties by sampling from long-
term memory (Juslin et al., 2007). However,
although post hoc sampling from memory seems
to be the default process, under certain predictable
circumstances people do have a capacity to induce
abstract representations of distribution shape.

In the two experiments, we tested three main
predictions, along with limiting conditions, from
the general hypothesis that people do not sponta-
neously induce abstract representations of distri-
bution properties but rather construct them post
hoc by sampling from memory. First, the post hoc
memory sampling account predicted a format
dependence effect with better performance when
people could use an estimator which is unbiased
than when they could not. In both experiments, we
found a strong format dependence effect where
participants performed better with the production
format than in the identification format. It could
be argued that such an effect might emerge
because of general problems with interpreting
graphs. Indeed, the use of graphical illustrations
is not always straightforward (Friel, Curcio, &
Bright, 2001; Galesic & Garcia-Retamero, 2011).
However, most of our participants were university
students with at least some basic training in
statistics. This in conjunction with the fact that
level of numeracy did not correlate with perform-
ance in the identification format in Experiment 1
makes a comprehension explanation even less
probable.

Second, if people have an ability to generate
abstract representations of distribution shape,
when actively encouraged to do so, we predicted
effects of intentional learning. When learning is
incidental, people should be confined to post hoc
sampling from memory and therefore be victims of
format dependence whereas intentional learning
should encourage people to induce abstract repre-
sentations of distributions shape, improving the

performance with the identification format,
decreasing the format dependence. There was no
main effect of intentionality in Experiment 1.
However, as expected the format by intentionality
interaction indicated a smaller format effect with
intentional learning than with incidental learning.
It might be that the instructions given in the
intentional condition were not a sufficiently strong
manipulation to induce intentional learning. A
possibility that should be investigated in future
research is to interrupt the learning phase with
several reminders or tests. Our results, however,
indicate that this might change the representation
altogether, not as a result of intentionality but as
result of eliciting knowledge.

Finally, we predicted characteristic order
effects, depending on the order in which the two
formats were performed. Whereas performance
with the production format was expected to be
uninfluenced by format order, performance with
the identification format was expected to improve
if it was preceded by the production format. This is
because participants performing the identification
format first are fully exposed to the unreliability of
small samples whereas those performing it after the
production format would be able to benefit from
being forced to produce an abstract representation
of the distribution shape that is informative in the
later identification format. The characteristic order
effects were present in Experiment 1 and repli-
cated in Experiment 2 with significant format by
order interactions. In both experiments, perform-
ance with the production format was unaffected by
order, whereas performance with the identification
format benefited substantially from being preceded
by the production format.

Taken together these results suggest two major
conclusions. First, the process spontaneously
engaged by the participants seems to be a post hoc
sampling from memory. Second, when instructed to,
or strongly invited by the format, people have the
ability to induce abstract representations. Whereas
the first conclusion is supported by the strong
format dependency effects in both experiments, an
effect that was especially strong under incidental
learning, the second finds support in the improve-
ment in identification with intentional learning
seen in Experiment 1 and the order effects seen
in Experiments 1 and 2. It might be that
the degree to which an abstraction is induced
depends on how often exemplars in the underlying
distribution are activated in memory. That is, a
strong abstraction might be formed only after
exemplars from the underlying distribution have
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been activated repeatedly (see Kahneman &
Miller, 1986, for a similar argument related to
norms). It remains for future research to deter-
mine how often exemplars in a distribution need
to be activated before a reliable abstraction is
formed.

In the present study, we elicit explicit judge-
ments of distributions using two specific tasks.
Whereas we acknowledge that such explicit distri-
bution judgements are seldom elicited in real life,
our results have important theoretical implications
beyond the specific tasks. Our results indicate a
generic process that people will engage in when-
ever they are prompted for a judgement that
requires the evaluation of statistical properties of
an experienced variable. Thereby they also suggest
how metric knowledge of this variable is realised at
the time of judgements, regardless of the judgement
task. In decision tasks where metric knowledge is
important, for example in tasks using the decisions
from experience paradigms (Hertwig et al., 2004),
our findings could give an indication of how the
distribution properties of the experienced binomial
distribution are realised. Further, some Bayesian
accounts of cognition have suggested that priors
are realised by a sampling process from memory
similar to a MCMC-sampling procedure (e.g. Vul
et al., 2009). If this is the case, our results predict
that (1) people will generally realise priors that are
normally distributed and (2) the representation of
a prior may change if it is repeatedly elicited.
Similar consequences could be expected for sev-
eral models that assume sampling prior to judge-
ments (e.g., Denrell, 2005; Fiedler, 2000). Finally,
whereas not very common in everyday life, explicit
distribution judgements are often elicited from
experts in various domains (O’Hagan et al., 2006).
The findings from the present study may help
inform and improve such judgements by suggest-
ing how they are formed and what cognitive
constraints shape them.

The present study tests the two alternative
accounts of how people make judgements about
distribution shape by evaluating a priori predic-
tions derived from the hypothesis that people in
general do not spontaneously induce abstract
representations of distribution properties but
rather construct them post hoc by sampling from
memory. As such, the two accounts are evaluated
in an indirect manner and our conclusions will
depend on the validity of our predictions. There-
fore, even though the two accounts are derived
from results and theoretical accounts found in
previous research (Juslin et al., 2007) and the

results converge with previous findings (Lindskog
et al., 2013), further research including more direct
approaches is warranted before drawing strong
conclusions. A more direct approach would be to
formalise both accounts as computational models
and compare predictions from the models with
judgements by participants. Such an approach
would be an interesting and promising venue for
future research.

In addition to the three main predictions, we
also investigated the prediction that people will
have a general response bias towards unimodality.
Indeed, previous research has indicated that peo-
ple might expect unimodally distributed variables
(Flannagan et al., 1986; Fried & Holyoak, 1984).
There was no overall advantage in performance
when the underlying distribution was unimodal
but in both experiments we found an effect of the
shape of the underlying distribution in the pro-
duction format (the effect was marginally signific-
ant in the identification format in Experiment 2)
with better performance when the distribution is
unimodal as opposed to bimodal. The results also
indicated that participants in the bimodal condi-
tion underestimated the target variable’s variance
to a larger extent than did those in the unimodal
condition. These results taken together suggest
that people might have a general inclination to
view variables as unimodally distributed, regard-
less of the actual distribution shape. Whereas the
results are expected if people utilise small samples
to make judgements about distribution properties
(Lindskog et al., 2013), they could also be accounted
for if people have strong a priori assumptions of
unimodality. Whereas the present study was not
designed to distinguish between the two possibil-
ities, it is an interesting question for future
research to investigate if strong a priori assump-
tions exist or if the effect is due to post hoc
sampling from memory.

A more general notion of a priori assumptions
would be that people incorporate prior knowledge,
not necessarily related to unimodality, into the
task which may influence both their interpretation
and representation of the data and its distribution
shape. Thus, the way people represent and judge
distribution shape could be dependent on situ-
ational factors. For example, the participants in the
present study might have entered the task with the
prior beliefs that most companies have low reven-
ues and very few have high revenues. In turn, this
belief, or knowledge, might have influenced their
judgements of distribution shape. This could be
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the case even though we explicitly instructed
participants that the revenues were fictitious.

The idea of combining prior knowledge with
experienced data could be summarised in a Baye-
sian model. Whereas some previous research has
indicated that people use prior knowledge in
similar tasks (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006,
2011), other research has indicated that they do
not (Lindskog et al., 2013). Because the present
study does not elicit participants’ prior knowledge
before exposure to the data, it does not allow for
the evaluation of a possible Bayesian process. Not
knowing the prior would make the problem of
evaluating a Bayesian process an ill-defined one.
Further, the results of the present study indicate
that eliciting a prior might actually change the
representation of the distribution altogether. With
respect to the influence of prior knowledge and
possible Bayesian updating processes, it seems
important for future research to address three
interesting questions. First, to what extent does
prior knowledge influence the representation and
judgement of distribution shape. Second, are new
data combined with prior knowledge by a Baye-
sian process or simply stored as new raw data
points? Although this is still an empirical question,
our results suggest the latter. Third, to what extent
will the elicitation of prior knowledge before the
exposure to new data influence the representation
of distribution shape?

We replicated the finding from previous
research that people are quite accurate at giving
estimates of central tendency (Peterson & Beach
1967; Pollard, 1984) but that variance is often
underestimated (Kareev et al., 2002). The latter
was extended to hold for numerical (as compared
to the more commonly used perceptual) variables
and the degree of the bias was shown to be related
to the distribution of the experienced variable. In
fact, a tendency towards underestimation of vari-
ance could be indicative of an implicit unimodality
assumption of the mind.

One limitation of the present study is that we
did not include other elicitation formats than the
production and the identification formats. It might
be that these formats are not the most appropriate
to elicit knowledge. For example, in the produc-
tion task participants estimated the proportion of
values in 10 different intervals. It might be that
this procedure, requiring several individual deci-
sions, tends to emphasise individual data points
rather than the aggregate. A different sub-division

of the range, for example with quartiles, might
have allowed participants to put more emphasis on
the shape of the distribution and thereby per-
formed better. Although several methods used to
elicit experts’ subjective probability distributions
include frequency (or probability) estimates for
intervals (e.g. quartiles and percentiles) (Hora
et al., 1992; Ludke et al., 1977; Winkler, 1967),
little is known about how the representation of
distribution shape is influenced by different
sub-divisions of the range of the experienced
variable. It will be an important question for
future research to map out such limiting conditions
on the knowledge of distribution shape.

CONCLUSIONS

In several situations, people are expected to have
a more or less accurate knowledge of how a
numerical variable is distributed. Previous
research has indicated that people often have
quite an accurate knowledge of such statistical
properties (e.g. Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006;
Nisbett & Kunda, 1985). However, little research
has explored how this knowledge is represented.
In this paper, we show that the representation of
how a numerical variable is distributed is contin-
gent both on task demands and the properties of
the experienced distribution. However, the default
process adopted by people seems to be post hoc
sampling from memory. The naive intuitive stat-
istician thus seems to be lazy. Nevertheless, when
instructed to do so, or when the task strongly
invites it, people can induce abstract representa-
tions. However, it is questionable if people store
posterior distributions or higher order assumptions
of distribution shape. It seems rather to be the
case that such knowledge is created online during
sampling and judgement.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we outline the details of the
procedure used to derive the standardising
constant (MAER) in the MR measure. The
performance of each participant is standardised
against MAER because the two tasks are not
equally difficult under random performance. That
is, a naive participant choosing one of the graphs at
random and distributing 60 objects over 10 intervals
at random would not receive the same MAES for
both tasks. By standardising against MAER, we
thereby make the two tasks comparable.

Identification task

In the identification task, we considered a random
judgement to be one in which the probability that
that a participant would chose a specific graph is
equal for all graphs. That is, all of the 11 graphs
have equal probability of being chosen by a naive
participant choosing at random. Each graph (j) is
associated with a MAEj quantifying the deviance
from the correct graph. MAER was therefore
calculated as

MAER ¼

P11

j¼1
MAEj

11
; ðA1Þ

that is, the mean MAE of the 11 presented graphs.
In Experiment 1, MAER was 4.9 and 4.8 in the
unimodal and bimodal conditions, respectively. In
Experiment 2, we constructed the graph so as to
get an equal MAER (3.1) in both conditions.

Production task

In the production task, we considered a random
judgement to be one where a participant would
create a frequency distribution where all possible
perturbations of sub-partitions of frequencies of
60 objects over 10 intervals would have the same
probability of occurring. To estimate the expected
performance of a participant giving random
judgements, we created 10,000 random frequency
distributions of 60 objects over 10 intervals.
These distributions were created by random
allocation of frequencies in the interval 0–60 over
the 10 intervals with the constraint that these
frequencies sum to N (i.e. 60). MAER was then
calculated as

MAER ¼
P10000

k¼1

P10

i¼1
ri�aij j

10

10000
; ðA2Þ

where ri is the rated frequency of interval i for the
random distribution and ai is the frequency
of interval i for the distributions presented to
participants. In Experiment 1, MAER was 8.1
and 8.5 in the unimodal and bimodal conditions,
respectively. In Experiment 2, the presented dis-
tributions were constructed to give the same
MAER (8.3) in both distributions.
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